We study the central objects of symbolic dynamics, that is, subshifts and block maps, from the perspective of basic category theory, and present several natural categories with subshifts as objects and block maps as morphisms. Our main goals are to find universal objects in these symbolic categories, to classify their block maps based on their category theoretic properties, and to establish as many natural properties (finite completeness, regularity etc.) as possible. Existing definitions in category theory suggest interesting new problems for block maps. Our main technical contributions are the solution to the dual problem of the Extension Lemma and results on certain types of conserved quantities, suggested by the concept of a coequalizer.
Introduction
Like many branches of mathematics, symbolic dynamics is the study of a category: the category with subshifts as objects and block maps as morphisms. Of particular interest is the case where the objects are SFTs or sofic shifts, and we will restrict our attention to such subcategories. Like in many branches of mathematics, the first question that comes to mind is still open: 'When are two objects isomorphic?', and a lot of mathematics has been developed trying to answer this question [1] . Questions such as 'When is an object a subobject of another?' (the embedding problem) and 'When does an object map onto another?' (the factoring problem) have been solved at least in important special cases (see Factor Theorem and Embedding Theorem in [2] , and the article [3] ).
A nice feature of category theory is that it allows one to define the notions such as 'isomorphism', 'embedding' and 'factoring' without referring to anything except morphism between objects. For example, two objects X and Y are isomorphic, in the sense of category theory, if there exist morphisms f : X → Y and g : Y → X such that g • f = id X and f • g = id Y . Usually, this turns out to be the 'correct' notion for isomorphism. For embedding (and factoring), the situation is more complicated: often the most natural definition of an embedding is that it is injective. The notion of injectivity (and surjectivity) is, however, impossible to define categorically, since a category does not know what its morphisms actually are: they need not even be functions! Because of this, multiple categorical variants of injectivity have been defined, including monicness, split monicness and regular monicness. These are generalizations of the various ways in which an injective map should behave in relation to other morphisms. In sufficiently nice categories (for example, the category of sets), these all correspond to injectivity, but in many categories, they state some other property, and often raise new natural questions.
Because categorical notions depend on all morphisms of the category, we define several categories (twelve, to be exact) whose objects are sofic shifts and morphisms are block maps between them. We begin our study in Section 4 by considering the various categorical definitions of injectivity and surjectivity for our categories. We see that these categories are not nearly as 'nice' as that of sets, in that usually these notions do not characterize injectivity or surjectivity in our categories. Interestingly, the characterization of split monicness comes from the well-known Extension Lemma. The dual concept of split epicness turns out interesting as well, and we find a characterization in the SFT case. Our discussion of morphisms is motivated as the study of how well standard notions of category theory describe the world of block maps, and in Section 4.3, we ask a kind of converse question of whether category theory can describe standard notions of symbolic dynamics. Here, we mostly concentrate on the properties of objects.
In Section 5, we move on to important category theoretical closure properties: the existence of (finite) limits and colimits of diagrams. The importance of these notions is that many category theoretical definitions are just limits of diagrams of certain types. The case of coequalizers turns out to be the most intricate, and we present an undecidability result related to it. In Section 6, we discuss the existence of images, disjoint unions and quotients in a categorical sense, that is, whether our categories are regular, coherent and exact, respectively.
The topics of cellular automata (particular kinds of block maps) and category theory have been previously explicitly discussed together at least in [4] , but the approach there is very different. There, cellular automata are constructed using category theoretical tools, and properties that 'come for free' from category theoretical generalities are investigated.
Definitions and Notation

Symbolic Dynamics
For a finite set S (an alphabet ) with the discrete topology, we denote by S Z the space of two-way infinite configurations over S with the product topology, and call it the full shift on S. The shift action σ : S Z → S Z is defined by σ(x) i = x i+1 for all i ∈ Z. A fixed point of σ is called a uniform point. A closed subset X of a full shift with σ(X) = X is called a subshift. Alternatively, a subshift is defined by a set of forbidden words as the set of configurations in which no forbidden word occurs. If the set of forbidden words can be taken to be finite, X is called a subshift of finite type, or SFT for short, and if the set is a regular language, X is called sofic. If X is an SFT and Y is any subshift, then X ∩ Y is a subSFT of Y . If the SFT (or subSFT of Y ) X can be defined by forbidden words of length at most m (in addition to the forbidden words of Y ), we say m is a window size of X (relative to Y ). We denote by σ X the restriction of σ to X. The words of length n appearing in configurations of X are denoted B n (X), and we denote the language of X by B(X) = n∈N B n (X). Since a subshift is defined by its language [2] , we may also denote
* is an extendable language (for every v ∈ L there exist u, w ∈ S + with uvw ∈ L) such that B(X) is the language of factors of words in L.
For two subshifts X ⊂ S Z and Y ⊂ R Z , define X × Y ⊂ (S × R) Z as the coordinatewise product
where p 1 and p 2 are the appropriate projections from S × R. Define also X∪Y as their symbol-disjoint union, where we replace S and R with disjoint sets if necessary.
The syntactic monoid Syn(X) of a subshift X ⊂ S Z is defined as S * / ∼ X , where u ∼ X v denotes that wuw ′ ∈ B(X) iff wvw ′ ∈ B(X) for all w, w ′ ∈ S * . We also denote (v) X = v/ ∼ X . It is known that sofic shifts are exactly those subshifts whose syntactic monoid is finite.
A block map is a continuous function f : X → Y from a subshift to another with f •σ X = σ Y •f . Block maps are defined by local functions F : B 2r+1 (X) → B 1 (Y ) by f (x) i = F (x [i−r,i+r] ), where r ≥ 0 is called a radius of f . If f is surjective, Y is a factor of X, and if it is bijective, X and Y are conjugate. If X = Y , then f is called a cellular automaton on X. The limit set of the cellular automaton f is the subshift n∈N f n (X), and f is stable if the limit set equals f n (X) for some n ∈ N. For two subshifts X and Y , we denote X ⊳ Y if the period of every periodic point of X is divisible by the period of some periodic point of Y .
A subshift X is transitive if for all u, v ∈ B(X) there exists w ∈ B(X) such that uwv ∈ B(X). It is mixing if for all u, v ∈ B(X) there exists N ∈ N such that for all n ≥ N there exists w ∈ B n (X) with uwv ∈ B(X). It is known that for a mixing sofic shift N can be chosen independently of u and v, and is called its mixing distance. A constituent of a subshift is its maximal transitive subshift with respect to inclusion. This term is nonstandard. The constituents of SFTs are exactly their transitive components (see [2] ), and in particular, they form a finite set of mutually disjoint SFTs. Sofic shifts also have a finite number of constituents, but they may intersect nontrivially.
For an arbitrary function f : A → A, define Ker(f ) = {(a, b) | f (a) = f (b)} ⊂ A × A, and call it the kernel set of f .
Category Theory
We assume a basic knowledge of category theory, at least of the notions of category, (full/faithful) functor, (split) (epi/mono)morphism. The standard reference for category theory is [5] , while [6] and [7] were consulted for some of the less standard notions.
Let C and D be categories, and let F : C → D be a functor. We say F is essentially surjective if for every object X of D, there exists an object Y of C such that F (Y ) is isomorphic to X. We say C and D are equivalent is there exists a full, faithful and essentially surjective functor from C to D. It is well known that this notion is actually symmetric.
Let f : Y → X and g : Z → X be monomorphisms in a category C. We denote f ≤ g if there exists a morphism h :
Such an h must be monic since f is, and it is unique since g is monic. If h is an isomorphism, we say f and g are isomorphic. A subobject of X is an isomorphism class of monomorphisms into X, and the class of all subobjects of X, denoted Sub(X), is partially ordered by ≤. We can also view Sub(X) as a category whose morphisms are the morphisms h of C as above.
For a category C, a diagram is formally a functor from another category I to C. A cone of a diagram D : I → C is an object C of C, together with morphisms φ X : C → D(X) for all objects X of I, such that for all morphisms f :
The notions of co-cone and colimit are defined dually, that is, with the morphisms reversed. Limits and colimits of diagrams are unique up to a unique isomorphism.
For a category C,
• a limit of the empty diagram is a terminal object, and its colimit is an initial object.
• a limit of the discrete diagram X Y is a product of X and Y , and its colimit is their coproduct.
• a limit of the diagram X f → Z g ← Y is a pullback of f and g. The resulting morphism from the limit object to Y is the pullback of f along g.
• a limit of the diagram X ⇒ Y is an equalizer of the two morphisms, and its colimit is their coequalizer.
• a limit of the infinite diagram X 0 ← X 1 ← X 2 ← · · · is an inverse limit.
The kernel pair of a morphism f is the pullback of f with itself. The category C is finitely (co-)complete, if it has all (co)limits of finite diagrams (equivalently, a terminal (initial) object, all binary (co)products and (co)equalizers [5] ). Let C be a category. A morphism f : X → Y in C is regular epic (monic) if it is the coequalizer (equalizer, respectively) of some pair of parallel morphisms. The category C is regular if
• C is finitely complete,
• the coequalizer of every kernel pair exists, and
• the pullback of a regular epimorphism along any morphism is a regular epimorphism.
Let f : X → Y be any morphism in a finitely complete category C. Then, f induces a functor f * : Sub(Y ) → Sub(X), called the base change functor, by sending each subobject of Y to its pullback along f . The category C is coherent if
• C is regular,
• every subobject poset Sub(X) has binary unions (least upper bounds), and
• the binary unions are stable under base changes.
A congruence, or internal equivalence relation, on an object X of a finitely complete category C is an object R together with four morphisms:
• a monomorphism e : R → X × X (the embedding of R into X × X),
• a morphism r : X → R that is a right inverse to both p 1 • e and p 2 • e (the reflectivity morphism),
• a morphism s : R → R such that p 1 • e • s = p 2 and p 2 • e • s = p 1 (the symmetry morphism), and
• a morphism t : R × X R → R, where R × X R with the projections q 1 and q 2 is the pullback of the pair (p 2 • e, p 1 • e), such that p 1 • e • q 1 = p 1 • e • t and p 2 • e • q 2 = p 2 • e • t (the transitivity morphism).
In particular, every kernel pair X × Y X of a morphism f : X → Y is a congruence. A congruence is effective if it is isomorphic to a kernel pair. A category C is exact if it is regular and every congruence is effective. A category C is extensive if it has all finite coproducts and pullbacks of coproduct injections, and in every commutative diagram
where A ∐ B denotes the coproduct of A and B, the two squares are pullback diagrams if and only if the top row is also a coproduct diagram. A reference for extensive categories is [8] .
Preliminary Results
In this section, we establish some general lemmas and notions that will be of use later on.
Kernel Sets and Factoring
We start with a general lemma about compact Hausdorff spaces, inspired by the well-known corresponding result in the concrete category Set. Lemma 1. Let f : X → Y and g : X → Z be continuous functions with Ker(f ) ⊂ Ker(g), where X is compact and Y is Hausdorff. Then there exists a unique continuous function u :
Proof. Since X is compact, also the quotient spaces X/Ker(f ) and X/Ker(g) are compact, and we have a continuous surjection h : X/Ker(f ) → X/Ker(g) defined by h(x/Ker(f )) = x/Ker(g). Now the function f * : X/Ker(f ) → f (X) defined by f * (x/Ker(f )) = f (x) is a continuous bijection from a compact space to a Hausdorff space, and thus has a continuous inverse, which we denote by f
is a continuous function from f (X) to g(X) that satisfies u • f = g. Its uniqueness is clear from the proof.
For us, the importance of Lemma 1 is of course that it directly applies to the world of block maps. Corollary 1. Let X, Y and Z be subshifts and f : X → Y and g : X → Z block maps such that Ker(f ) ⊂ Ker(g). Then there exists a unique block map
Proof. The existence and uniqueness of a continuous u is given by Lemma 1.
and u is a block map. In general, if f and g are two continuous self-maps of a topological space X with the same kernel set, there might not be such a continuous h: if f : X → Y is a continuous bijection and g the identity map, then h would be a continuous inverse for f , but not all continuous bijections have continuous inverses.
Kernel Sets and Equivalence Relations
Definition 1. A subshift relation between subshifts X and Y is a subshift of X × Y . A subshift equivalence relation R ⊂ X 2 is said to be local if there exists n ∈ N and an equivalence relation E ⊂ B n (X) 2 such that R is defined by the forbidden words (S n ) 2 \ E (and those of X 2 ). We also denote the diagonal of
Clearly, a local equivalence relation R ⊂ X 2 is a subSFT of X 2 , and a subSFT equivalence relation is local if and only if it is the kernel set of some block map f : X → Y . Note that if R is defined by an equivalence relation in B n (X), it can also be defined by an equivalence relation in B m (X) for any m ≥ n, implying that local subSFT relations are closed under finite intersections. Example 1. Let S = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, and consider the SFT X ⊂ S Z defined by the allowed patterns {00, 01, 02, 03, 14, 24, 25, 35, 40, 50} of length 2. Define the subSFT relation R ⊂ X 2 by the allowed single-letter patterns (1, 2), (2, 1), (2, 3), (3, 2) and (s, s) for all s ∈ S. It can be checked that R is an equivalence relation, and we can choose E to be the set of allowed patterns of R, plus (1, 3) and (3, 1), and R is thus local. Note that the extra patterns of E do not actually occur in any configuration of R.
We also have an example of a subSFT equivalence relation which is not local. 
That is, (x, y) ∈ R if and only if x = y or for some i ∈ Z, we have
On one-sided sequences, this is the relation of being the binary representation of the same number. If is easy to check that this is a transitive relation, as its orbits are of sizes 1 or 2.
Now, suppose R = ker f for some block map f , where f has radius r. Suppose u ∈ {0, 1} r is the binary representation of k and v ∈ {0, 1} r that of k + 1.
. Since u and v were representations of any successive numbers between 0 and 2 r − 1, f must be a trivial map.
We can also express some properties of block maps using their kernel sets. As an example, we characterize preinjectivity in the SFT case.
Lemma 2. A block map f : X → Y , where X is a transitive SFT, is preinjective if and only if ∆ X is a constituent of Ker(f ).
Proof. The subshift ∆ X is transitive, so it is contained in some constituent of Ker(f ). This constituent equals ∆ X if and only if f has no diamonds.
In the sofic case, it is easy to find a counterexample.
, and f (x) 0 = x 0 otherwise. It is easy to check that the only constituent of Ker(f ) is ∆ X , but f is not preinjective.
The Extension and Marker Lemmas
The following result, taken from [3] , is very useful.
Lemma 3 (Extension Lemma). Let f : X → Y be a block map with X ⊂ Z, where Y is a mixing SFT and Y ⊳ Z. Then there exists a block mapf :
Taking X = ∅, we obtain the following corollary, since the condition Y ⊳ Z is clearly necessary for the existence of a block map from Z to Y . The following result can be extracted from the proof of Lemma 10.1.8 in [2] .
Lemma 4 (Marker Lemma). Let X ⊂ S Z be a shift space, let n ≥ 1. Then there exists a block map h : X → {0, 1}
Z such that
• the radius of h is at most n |S| 2n+1 ,
• the distance between any two 1's in h(x) is at least n, and
is p-periodic for some p < n.
The Symbolic Categories and their Morphisms
Definition 2. We define a handful of categories of subshifts and block maps using the naming scheme Rn, where R denotes a restriction and n a class of subshifts and block maps. For the properties, K stands for no restrictions, T for transitive subshifts, M for mixing subshifts, and P for mixing subshifts X with a special uniform point p(X), where each morphism f :
For the classes, 1 stands for all positive entropy SFTs and cellular automata on them (so that all morphisms are endomorphisms), 2 stands for all SFTs and block maps between them, and 3 for all sofic shifts and block maps between them. For example, M1 is the category of all mixing SFTs of positive entropy, and all cellular automata on them.
Between the categories thus defined, we have the following faithful inclusion functors, of which all but those from R1 to R2 and from Pn to Mn are also full. 
K3
This choice of categories is motivated as follows. First, the standard references of symbolic dynamics [2, 9] take place mostly in K3, and this category is closed under all the standard operations (images, products, unions etc). The category K2 is as important as K3, and much easier to analyze. The transitive categories T(2/3) lack certain 'pathological' objects, so many authors work exclusively on them, and much of their theory is known. For example, the existence of a factor map between two transitive SFTs, one of which has strictly more entropy than the other, has been given a simple characterization in [3] . The analogous result for the sofic case is claimed in [10] , although the condition is much more complicated. The mixing categories M(2/3) are somewhat similar to T(2/3), but there are certain key differences such as the Extension Lemma.
The main motivation for the endomorphism categories (K/T/M/P)1 are cellular automata, which in our formalism are endomorphisms of the full shift objects S Z for all alphabets S. The pointed categories P(1/2/3) are generalizations of full shifts, and the addition of special uniform points is motivated by certain categorical constructions that it enables, and the fact that the existence of a fixed uniform point (a quiescent state) is often assumed in the study of cellular automata.
In some abstract sense, the theory of symbolic dynamics is the study of K3, and that of cellular automata is the study of P1. An a posteriori motivation for having this many categories is that we find many subtle differences between them. For example, only the categories M1 and T1 have identical columns in Table 1 , which summarizes the characterizations of different types of epic and monic morphisms.
We now begin to classify the morphisms of the symbolic categories. The characterizations we obtain are summarized in Table 1 . It is well known that the isomorphisms are always exactly the bijective block maps, but the categorical notions of injectivity and surjectivity are more subtle. We start with the case whose proof is most interesting and technically challenging: the split epic morphisms.
Split Epicness
In this subsection, we show that split epicness it is decidable in the category K3, and thus in the subcategories (M/T/K)(2/3), since the inclusion functors are full and faithful. An easy argument extends this result to all twelve categories. In K2 and its subcategories, we give a concrete characterization in terms of periodic points. The case of (T/M/P)1 is rather trivial, see Proposition 2 in the next section. The notion of split epicness of f is a stronger version of the condition of having a cross section, that is, a continuous (but not necessarily shift-commuting) map g such that f • g = id. These notions are distinct: on the full shift, exactly the open maps have cross-sections [11] .
We begin the proof with a Ramsey type lemma.
Proof. If k ≥ R |M| (3, . . . , 3), we apply Ramsey's theorem to the complete graph with vertex set [1, k + 1] and edge coloring {i, j} → a i · · · a j−1 to obtain three distinct elements
and we are done.
Definition 3. Let X ⊂ S Z be a sofic shift and H : S * → M a homomorphism to a finite monoid M . If w ∈ B(X) is such that (w t ) X = (w) X and H(w t ) = H(w) for all t ≥ 1, we say w is pumpable for H. For a monoid M , define 2 M as the monoid whose elements are subsets of M and multiplication is defined by
Lemma 6. Let X ⊂ S Z be a sofic shift and H : S * → M a homomorphism to a finite monoid M , and define K = q(Syn(X) × M ). Then there exists a block map h : X → {0, 1}
Z with radius at most 3K 2 + K |S| 2K+1 such that the following properties hold for all x ∈ X, n ∈ N and k = 2K 2 + 1:
, respectively) is periodic with period p ≤ k, and p divides ℓ.
Z be given by the Marker Lemma for the constant K. Now, define h as follows for a configuration x ∈ X.
If h K (x) [−ℓ,r+1] = 10 r+ℓ 1 for some r, ℓ ≥ 0 such that r + ℓ < 3K 2 , then r + ℓ ≥ K. By the definition of K, there then exist i, j ∈ N with j > 0 and i + j ≤ ℓ + r such that x [−ℓ+i,−ℓ+i+j] is pumpable for H. We choose the minimal such i and j, and define h(
is periodic with some period p ≤ K, so that w = u m v for some m ≥ 3K and u, v ∈ B(X) with |u| = p and |v| < p. Now, there exist i, j ∈ N with j > 0 and i + j ≤ K such that x [ip,(i+j)p] is pumpable for H. We again choose the minimal such i and j, and
is periodic with period p ≤ K. In this case, we define h(
. We have now defined the block map h completely, and the desired properties follow.
Definition 4. Let f : X → Y be a block map, and define
We say f satisfies the strong p-periodic point condition if there exists a lengthpreserving function G :
The strong periodic point condition is that that the strong p-periodic point condition holds for all p ∈ N. Theorem 1. Given two objects X ⊂ S * and Y ⊂ R * and a morphism f : X → Y in K3, it is decidable whether f is split epic. If X is an SFT, split epicness is equivalent to the strong periodic point condition.
Proof. We assume that f is a symbol map by recoding X if necessary, and assume that it has a section g : Y → X. Let M = 2 N where N is the syntactic monoid of X. Define the map H :
Z and k ∈ N be given by Lemma 6 for Y and H. We now construct another section φ : Y → X with radius at most 3(k +K 2 )+K |S| 2K+1 , where K is as in Lemma 6.
. Let y ∈ Y . We now give names to certain subwords of y to simplify the discussion that follows. If h(y) [ 
is a short words, and otherwise (including the cases where −i and/or j is infinite) a long periodic word. We proceed by defining the φ-images (f -preimages) for these words in the following order:
2. long periodic words, and 3. marked pumpable words. Now, the idea is to think of a marked pumpable word as being an infinite repetition of that word, so that local rules cannot 'see' beyond such a repetition. More precisely, consider a subword v 1 wv 2 of y ∈ Y where the v i are marked pumpable words and w is a short word. Consider the point
The local rule of φ chooses w ′′ as the f -preimage of w, and then w ′′ only depends on the word v 1 wv 2 .
Consider then a long periodic word w in y. By the properties of h, it is actually periodic with some period p ≤ k, so denote w = u ℓ u ′ , where |u| = p, |u ′ | < p and ℓ ≥ 2. In principle, ℓ may also be infinite, but it is enough to consider finite ℓ, and handle the infinite case by taking the limit of the finite cases. The local rule of φ chooses
as the f -preimage of w, and this can be computed locally with a radius of k.
Consider finally a subword v 1 w 1 v 2 w 2 v 3 of y, where the w i are either short words or long periodic words, and the v i are marked pumpable words. Again, the length of w 1 or w 2 may be infinite, but we handle this case by taking the limit. Now, we have already chosen f -preimages w ′′ i for the w i such that
If w i is a short word, this follows directly from the way w ′′ i was chosen, and if w i is a long periodic word, this follows by noting that
∞ is actually periodic with period dividing both |v i | and |v i+1 |, and choosing w
because v 2 is pumpable. We also have
), and in particular there exists an f -preimage v
The local rule of φ chooses such a v ′ 2 as the f -preimage of v 2 . If both w 1 and w 2 are short words, then v ′ 2 depends only on the subword
. By the definition of h, at least one of the words must be a short word.
We have now defined a block map φ : Y → X which is clearly a section of f , since φ(x) i was chosen as an f -preimage of x i for all x ∈ X and i ∈ Z. The radius of φ is at most 3k plus the radius of h.
Suppose finally that X is an SFT with window size 2. If f is split epic, then clearly the p-periodic condition holds for all p ∈ N, as a section of f gives a consistent set of preimages for each set of periodic points. Conversely, if the strong periodic point condition holds, we proceed as above, but define the map G using the k-periodic point condition, as the values G(u) were only needed in the proof when |u| ≤ k. Instead of choosing the preimages of
using an assumed section, we use the strong periodic point condition, and since X is an SFT with a small window size, the preimages can safely be glued together.
It is easy to find examples of block maps between (mixing) sofic shifts that satisfy the strong periodic point condition, but are not split epic. Thus the characterization cannot be extended to K3 or even M3.
, and define the symbol map f : X → Y by 2 → 1 and a → a for a ∈ {0, 1, 3}. Then f is surjective and satisfies the strong periodic point condition (it is even injective on periodic points, which is a stronger condition), but is not split epic.
The simpler condition that every periodic point of Y have a preimage with the same period is not sufficient for split epicness even in the case of SFTs, as shown by the following example.
Example 5. Let S = {0, 1, #}, and define the mixing SFTs X, Y ⊂ {0, 1, #}
Intuitively, configurations of X consist of arbitrarily long runs of 0s and 1s separated by the #-symbols, and f compresses these runs into single symbols in Y . The morphism f is surjective and every periodic point has a preimage of the same period, but is not split epic in any of the categories.
We mention the following interesting property of split epic morphisms. Proposition 1. Assume f : X → Y is split epic in any of the categories, where X is a mixing SFT. Then Y is also a mixing SFT.
Proof. Since f is surjective, we have f (X) = Y , and this subshift is mixing sofic. Let g : f (X) → X be the right inverse of f . Then g • f is an idempotent cellular automaton on X, so g(f (X)) ⊂ X is a mixing SFT by [12] . Since g is an isomorphism between f (X) and g(f (X)), also f (X) = Y is a mixing SFT.
Suppose that f : X → Y is split epic, where X is a mixing SFT and Y ⊂ X, so that f can be seen as a cellular automaton on X. By the above, the image Y is a mixing SFT, and it is tempting to ask whether this holds for the limit set of f , which would imply that f is stable. However, we have the following counterexample. Let X = {0, 1,0,1} Z , and let g be any unstable cellular automaton on Y = {0, 1}
Z . Define f : X → Y by stating f | Y = g and f (x) = x for all x ∈ Y , and then using the Extension Lemma to extend f to the whole of X. Now, the morphism h : Y → X defined by h(x) =x is a right inverse for f , so that f is split epic. However, f is unstable since g is.
Other Classes of Morphisms
We now discuss split monicness, and the simpler cases of split epicness not covered by the previous subsection.
Proposition 2. In (T/M/P)1, all split epis and split monos are isomorphisms.
Proof. If f : X → X has a left inverse, then f is injective, hence bijective. Conversely, if f has a right inverse g, then g is injective, hence bijective, and f is its inverse.
In K1, there are split epimorphisms and split monomorphisms that are not bijective.
∞ for all n ≥ 0 is its section. Similarly, g is split monic, since f is its retract. These maps are not bijective.
For split monomorphisms, the characterization in the mixing SFT case is basically just the Extension Lemma. Note that the usual proof of the Extension Lemma is similar to our arguments in the previous subsection, which is not surprising since the two are dual concepts.
Definition 5. We say a block map f : X → Y is peric if X ⊳ Y , and quasiinjective if it is preinjective and injective on uniform points.
Note that the condition of being peric is not really a property of block maps, but instead a property of pairs of subshifts. Note that every morphism is peric in P(1/2/3) and (K/T/M/P)1.
Proposition 3. The split monics of (M/P)2 are exactly the peric injections.
Proof. If f : X → Y has a left inverse, then necessarily X ⊳ Y , and f is injective. Conversely, if X ⊳ Y holds and f is injective, then f (X) is a mixing SFT conjugate to X via f . Let g : f (X) → X be the inverse of f : X → f (X). By the Extension Lemma, g has an extensiong : Y → X, which is then a left inverse of f .
In particular, the split monics of P2 are exactly the injections.
Proof. By comparing the zeta functions of X and Y , we can easily decide whether f is peric [2] .
For morphisms of all concrete categories, split epic implies surjective implies epic, and split monic implies injective implies monic. The converses do not hold in general, but for epimorphisms we have the following. Proposition 4. In (K/T/M/P)(2/3), surjectivity is equal to epicness.
Proof. We only need to show non-surjective implies non-epic. So let f : X → Y be non-surjective. We need to show f is not right-cancellative. Since f (X) Y , there is a word w ∈ B(Y ) such that w / ∈ B(f (X)). Let g 0 : Y → {0, 1} Z be the all-0 map, and let g 1 be the one induced by the characteristic function of w.
The following is proved analogously to Proposition 4, but some more technicalities are needed, since the only maps available are endomorphisms.
Proposition 5. In (K/T/M/P)1, surjectivity is equal to epicness.
Proof. Again, we only need to show that if f : X → X is not surjective, then it is not epic. For that, let w ∈ B(X) be such that w / ∈ B(f (X)). There are two cases, the first of which being that every extension of w into a point of X is periodic. This means that Y = {x ∈ X | w ⊏ x} is a finite set of periodic points, in particular an SFT, Z = X \ Y is also an SFT, and
Suppose then that w can be extended to a nonperiodic point of X. Then ∞ uwv ∞ ∈ X is not periodic for some u, v ∈ B n (X) and n ∈ N. Let now g : X → X be the block map that behaves as the identity except for mapping the local patterns u m wv m+1 to u m+1 wv m for some m ∈ N larger than the window size of X. Then we again have g
The next result is classical, but we include it for completeness. Lemma 7. If a morphism f : X → Y of (T/M/P)2 is injective on periodic points, then it is injective.
Proof. Suppose that f is not injective, so that we have f (x) = f (y) for some x, y ∈ X with x 0 = y 0 . Now, suppose that there exist i < 0, j > 0 and k ∈ N with k arbitrarily large such that
. Let k be larger than the window size of X and the radius of f , and let u =
These points are distinct and periodic, but have the same f -image, and hence f is not injective on periodic points.
On the other hand, if there is a bound for such k, then for arbitrarily large n ∈ N, for arbitrarily large or small i ∈ Z, the words u = x [i,i+n] and v = y [i,i+n] are such that
For either positive or negative i and large enough n, these words are also distinct. Since f (
This is what we know about monomorphisms.
Proposition 6. Let f : X → Y be a morphism in any of the categories.
• In (K/T/M/P)(1/2), if f is monic, then it is preinjective. The converse holds in P(1/2/3).
• If f is injective, then it is monic. The converse holds in K(2/3) and T2.
• In (T/M/P)3, if f is injective on periodic points, then it is monic. The converse holds in T3.
• In M(1/2/3), if f is monic, then it is injective on uniform points.
Proof. Suppose first that f is not preinjective in (K/T/M/P)(1/2), so that there exist n ∈ N larger than the window size of X and words u, v, v
. We may assume that ∞ uvw ∞ is not periodic. Then the block map g : X → X that maps uvw to uv ′ w if no other uvw overlaps it, and otherwise acts as the identity, is well-defined and nontrivial. Then f • g = f • id X , and f is not monic.
Suppose f is preinjective in P(1/2/3), let g = h : Z → X, and take z ∈ Z with g(z) = h(z). We may now assume that z is asymptotic to p(X), and then the points g(z) and h(z) are asymptotic. Since f is preinjective, we have f (g(z)) = f (h(z)), and thus f is monic.
It is clear that an injective morphism is always monic. Conversely, suppose f is noninjective in K(2/3), so that there actually exist eventually periodic points
Z , and let g (h) be the morphism from Z to X that maps z to
and f is not monic. Then suppose f is noninjective in T2, thus not injective on periodic points by Lemma 7. Then f equates two distinct periodic points x, y ∈ X of period n ∈ N. Let Z be the orbit of z = ∞ (0 n−1 1) ∞ , and define g, h : Z → X by g(z) = x and h(z) = y. Then g = h but f • g = f • h, and f is not monic.
Suppose next that f is injective on periodic points in (T/M/P)3, and let g = h : Z → X be morphisms. Since Z is transitive, there exists a periodic point z ∈ Z such that g(z) = h(z), but then f (g(z)) = f (h(z)), since the images of z are periodic. As in the case of T2, we conversely see that if f is not injective on periodic points, it is not monic in T3.
Suppose finally that the category is M(1/2/3), and suppose that f is not injective on uniform points of X, so that f (
Let g a and g b be the CA from X to itself that send everything to ∞ a ∞ and ∞ b ∞ , respectively. Then we have f • g a = f • g b , and f is not monic.
In T3, we show that Lemma 7 does not hold, and monicness does not imply preinjectivity.
, which is a mixing sofic shift with uniform points, and let f : X → {0, 1, 2, 3}
Z be the block map that behaves as the identity except for sending each pattern 021 and 031 to 001. Then f is clearly not preinjective, but it is injective on periodic points, thus monic in (T/M/P)3.
The exact characterization of monomorphisms of M(2/3) has proved difficult. However, we obtain the following technical characterizations in terms of the kernel sets of block maps, which at least allows us to easily decide monicness. Proposition 7. Let f : X → Y be a morphism of M3. Then f is not monic iff Ker(f ) ⊂ X 2 has a mixing sofic subshift not contained in ∆ X .
Proof. Suppose first that f is not monic, so that there exist morphisms g = h :
Then the image of the block map z → (g(z), h(z)) ∈ Ker(f ) is a mixing sofic subshift of Ker(f ). Since g = h, this image is not contained in ∆ X . Suppose then that there exists such a subshift Z ⊂ Ker(f ), which is then an object of M3. The restrictions of the projection maps p 1 , p 2 : Ker(f )
Note that we cannot replace the 'mixing sofic subshift' above with 'mixing constituent', since all constituents of Ker(f ) containing it might be nonmixing. The case of M2, however, is different.
Lemma 8.
A transitive SFT which contains a mixing subshift is itself mixing.
2 has a mixing constituent not equal to ∆ X .
Proof. Suppose that f is not monic. As in the previous proof, we see that Ker(f ) has a mixing sofic subshift Z not contained in ∆ X . Now, a suitable SFT approximation Z ′ of Z is contained in the SFT Ker(f ), and it is also transitive by a standard argument. Then, Z ′ is contained in some constituent C of Ker(f ), and then C is mixing by Lemma 8. Finally, since Z ⊂ C, we see that C = ∆ X .
The converse case is proved exactly as above.
By Proposition 6, the monomorphisms of M2 are quasi-injective. The following example, which uses the above result, shows that neither this nor injectivity is a characterization.
Z , and let f : X → X be the three-neighbor XOR cellular automaton. We show that f is monic in M(2/3), even though it is not injective. Namely, one easily sees that Ker(
) ∞ }, and the sums are taken cellwise. Then Ker(f ) consists of two disjoint constituents, of which exactly ∆ X is mixing. The other constituent has a global period of 3, and thus contains no mixing subshifts.
Let then Z ⊂ {0, 1} Z be defined by the forbidden patterns {000, 111}, and let g : Z → {0, 1}
Z be the two-neighbor XOR automaton. We show that g is not monic in M(2/3), even though it is preinjective, and (vacuously) injective on unary points. Namely, Ker(g) consists of two constituents, ∆ X and {(x, x + ∞ 1 ∞ ) | x ∈ X}, both of which are mixing.
We finally consider regular epimorphisms and monomorphisms. An epimorphism (monomorphism) is said to be regular if it is the coequalizer (equalizer) of some pair of morphisms. The case of regular epis in K(2/3) is a byproduct of the proof of Proposition 24 in Section 6 (see Section 5 for more on equalizers and coequalizers). Proposition 9. In K(2/3), every epimorphism is regular, and thus the regular epimorphisms are exactly the surjections.
For regular monomorphisms, however, the situation is different. The following result uses Proposition 17 and Proposition 18 from Section 5.
Proposition 10. In (K/T/M/P)2 and K3, a monomorphism f : X → Y is regular iff it is injective and f (X) is a subSFT of Y . In (M/P)3 (T3), it is regular iff it is injective and f (X) is the unique maximal mixing (transitive, respectively) sofic subshift of some subSFT of Y .
Proof. First, every equalizer in the aforementioned categories is of the corresponding form, by the two propositions.
Conversely, up to composition with an isomorphism, every injective map is an inclusion i : X ֒→ Y . Consider first the categories (K/T/M/P)2 and K3, and suppose X is a subSFT of Y . Let m ∈ N be the window size of X relative to Y , and define two block maps g 0 , g X :
, the block maps are morphisms of the same category as i, and i is the equalizer of g 0 and g X in that category, by Proposition 17 and Proposition 18.
Next, consider the categories (M/P)3 (T3), and suppose that there exists a subSFT Z ⊂ Y such that X is the unique maximal mixing (transitive, respectively) sofic subshift of Z. Using the above construction to obtain
, and then i is the equalizer of g 0 and g Z by Proposition 18.
In particular, a monomorphism of (K/T/M/P)2 is regular iff it is injective. Regular monomorphisms are used in Section 4.3 to characterize the SFT objects of K3. In the case of (T/M/P)3, however, we do not have a more exact characterization, and the following example shows some of the related complications.
Z be the sofic shift consisting of those x ∈ {0, 1} Z that satisfy the following parity condition: whenever x [i,i+2k+1] = 01 2k 0 and x [j,j+2m+1] = 01 2m 0 for some i, j ∈ Z and k, m > 0, then i = j. Then X contains a maximal transitive sofic shift Y ⊂ X, namely the one where every run of 1s is of odd length, and Y is also mixing. However, Y is not a subSFT of X, since every subSFT of X that contains Y also contains every pattern 01 2k 0 for large enough k ∈ N. Next, let Z ⊂ {0, 1, 2}
Z be the mixing sofic shift defined by exactly the minimal-length forbidden patterns of X. The points of Z are of the form · · · 2w −1 2w 0 2w 1 2 · · · where w i ∈ B(X) are arbitrary, possible empty or infinite. Then X is clearly a subSFT of Z, obtained by forbidding the letter 2. Now Y is not a subSFT of Z, but by Proposition 10, the inclusion map of Y to Z is regular monic in the categories (T/M/P)3.
Conversely, not all inclusions of mixing sofic shifts are regular in (T/M/P)3. In fact, if X is a mixing SFT and Y ⊂ X a mixing proper sofic subshift, then the inclusion i : Y ֒→ X is not regular. For this, let Z ⊂ X be a subSFT of X containing Y . Then Z is an SFT and Y is contained in some constituent C of Z, which must then be mixing by Lemma 8. Since C is also an SFT, it cannot equal Y , and thus Y is not a maximal mixing or transitive sofic subshift of Z.
We also consider regular epi-and monomorphisms in the endomorphism categories (T/M/P)1.
Proposition 11. Every regular monic of (T/M/P)1 is an isomorphism. In P1, regular epimorphisms are isomorphisms.
Proof. First, let f : X → X be the equalizer of a pair g, h : X → X in (T/M/P)1. Since f is monic, it is preinjective, and thus surjective. Since g • f = h • f , this implies g = h. Consider the identity morphism id X : X → X. By the definition of an equalizer, there exists a morphism u : X → X such that id X = f • u, but then f is injective, and thus bijective.
Second, let f be the coequalizer of g and h in the category P1, so that f is in particular surjective. If we had g(x) = h(x) for some x ∈ X, we could assume that x is asymptotic to p(X). Since f • g = f • h, f would then not be preinjective, a contradiction with its surjectivity. Thus g = h, and again by considering the identity morphism we see that f is bijective.
On the object {0, 1}
Z of the categories (T/M)1, the binary XOR automaton is the coequalizer of the identity automaton and the flip automaton (by a simple application of Corollary 1), so the above result for regular epis does not hold in these cases.
Other Categorical Properties of Objects and Morphisms
We say that a property of objects or morphisms of a category C is categorical if it only depends on the categorical structure of C, or in other words, it is invariant under isomorphism of categories. In the previous sections, we took standard categorical notions such as epicness and monicness, and investigated what they mean in the symbolic categories. The converse question is perhaps more interesting: Given a property of interest in the world of symbolic dynamics (say, the surjectivity of a morphism, or the SFTness of a sofic shift), and a symbolic category (say, K3), does the property correspond to some categorical notion? For example, in all the symbolic categories, the answer is yes for surjectivity: the surjective block maps are the epimorphisms.
In this section, we identify particular types of objects using first-order formulas over the natural language of the category (which obviously implies that the notion is categorical). Table 1 contains several properties of block maps that we have shown to be categorical, like being preinjective in P2, or being the embedding of a subSFT in K3. Of course, not all properties of block maps are categorical, and we show here one example, namely right resolvingness. Recall that a block map f : X → Y is right resolving if for all x = x ′ ∈ X such that x i = x ′ i for all i ≤ 0, we have f (x) = f (x ′ ). Left resolvingness is defined analogously.
Example 10. The binary XOR automaton is both left and right resolving, while the modified XOR automaton f : {0, 1, 2} Z → {0, 1, 2} Z defined by the local rules (2, b) → 2 and (a, b) → a + b mod 2 for all a ∈ {0, 1} and b ∈ {0, 1, 2} is left resolving, but not right resolving.
To see why right and left resolvingness are not categorical properties, we define an automorphic functor of the symbolic categories, and show that it does not preserve these properties. This is the mirroring functor R, defined on individual configurations x ∈ S Z by x R i = x −i for all i ∈ Z, and then extended to subshifts by X R = {x R | x ∈ X} and to block maps f :
It is obvious that R is an involutive functor from any symbolic category to itself, thus its automorphism, and that f R is right resolving if and only if f is left resolving. Since the notions are distinct, they cannot be categorical.
There are many other symbolic dynamical properties which are categorical. Consider the SFT objects of K3. In symbolic dynamics, a subshift X being an SFT is characterized by the condition that whenever X 1 ⊇ X 2 ⊇ · · · is an infinite decreasing sequence of subshifts with n∈N X n = X, there exists n ∈ N such that X n = X (because each of the finitely many forbidden patterns is already forbidden in X i for large enough i). In the language of category theory, the infinite intersection can be expressed as an inverse limit.
Lemma 9. If X, with the morphisms j n : X → X n , is the inverse limit of the diagram X 0 i0 ← X 1 i1 ← · · · and each i n is monic, then each j n is also monic.
Proof. We prove the claim by induction. First, suppose there exist f = g : Y → X such that j 0 • f = j 0 • g. Since X is the inverse limit of the diagram, we have
Inductively we get j n • f = j n • g for all n ∈ N, which is a contradiction with the fact that f should be the unique morphism h : Y → X with j n • h = j n • f for all n ∈ N. The fact that the other j n are monic follows inductively, since j n−1 = i n • j n , and both j n−1 and i n are monic.
Thus, in K3, we actually have an infinite descending chain X 0 ⊇ i 0 (X 1 ) ⊇ i 0 (i 1 (X 2 )) ⊇ · · · ⊇ j 0 (X). If j 0 (X) were not equal to the intersection (denoted Y ) of this chain, we would find an SFT Z ⊂ Y with j 0 (X) Z, which could have taken the place of X as a limit of the chain diagram, and to which there is no morphism from X which would make the whole diagram commute. Thus, X equals the intersection Y , and the characterization of SFTs is as follows. Proposition 12. An object X of K3 is an SFT if and only if for every chain (X n ) n∈N with monomorphisms i n : X n+1 → X n whose inverse limit X is, there exists n ∈ N such that each i m for m ≥ n is an isomorphism.
This condition cannot be vacuously true unless X = ∅, since every nonempty subshift is an inverse limit of a diagram of SFTs. This way of characterizing the SFTs is nice, because it allows one to also extract the SFT objects of T3, M3 or P3 (with a similar proof). However, this is a 'second order property', since we need to quantify over infinite diagrams. In K3, SFTs X can also be characterized with a first-order predicate, since the regular monomorphisms of K3 are exactly those with subSFT images.
Corollary 4 (of Proposition 10
). An object X of K3 is an SFT if and only if every monomorphism e : X → Y is regular.
Of these two characterizations of SFTs, the first seems more natural, since it captures the intuition that SFTs are 'absolutely cofinite', while the characterization via regular monomorphisms sees SFTs as 'absolutely equalizer-like' objects, and it characterizes SFTs in K3 mainly because block maps are finitary by nature. We saw in Section 4 that this does not characterize the SFTs in, for example, M3.
Proposition 13. Suppose X is a finite subshift in K(2/3). Then being conjugate to X is a first-order property.
Proof. First, suppose X is the orbit of a single point. Then, Y ∼ = X is equivalent to Y not being a coproduct of two nonempty subshifts (since coproducts are disjoint unions in K3), and Y having the same number of endomorphisms as X. By induction, it is easy to construct a first-order statement in the case that X is a coproduct of two smaller subshifts.
We now study the boundaries of the Extension Lemma to show that being a mixing SFT is a categorical property in K(2/3).
Lemma 10. Suppose Y is an SFT object in K(2/3) that is not mixing. Then there exist SFTs X ⊂ Z such that Y ⊳ Z and a block map f : X → Y that cannot be extended to a block mapf : Z → Y .
Proof. Suppose first that Y is not even transitive, so that there exist v 1 , v 2 ∈ B(Y ) such that v 1 wv 2 / ∈ B(Y ) for all w ∈ B(Y ). Let y 1 , y 2 ∈ Y be eventually periodic points such that v i occurs in y i , and let p ∈ N be the least common multiple of the eventual periods. Define X as the union of the orbit closures of
∞ , and define the block map f : X → Y by f (x 1 ) = y 1 and f (x 2 ) = y 2 . Next, define the SFT Z by adding all points of the form
and their orbit closures. It is clear that Y ⊳ Z, since the only period occurring in Z is p, but f cannot be extended to Z, as the images of points of the form (1) would contradict the assumption on v 1 and v 2 . Suppose then that Y is transitive but not mixing. It is then known that Y has a global period P ∈ N such that for all v 1 , v 2 ∈ B(Y ), there exists a set K ⊂ {0, . . . , P − 1} of period classes such that v 1 B n (Y )v 2 ∩ B(Y ) = ∅ holds only if n ≡ k mod P for some k ∈ K, and K = {0, . . . , P − 1} for long enough v 1 and v 2 . Let n ∈ N and v 1 , v 2 ∈ B nP (Y ) be such that 0 / ∈ K for the respective set K, and define X, f and Z as above, except that p should also divide P , and the words v i should be aligned with the b i # p−1 -blocks of the preimages. Then the block map f cannot be extended to Z, as the images of points of the form (1) would contradict the assumption 0 / ∈ K.
In view of the Extension Lemma and Corollary 2, we have the following characterization.
Corollary 5. An SFT object Y of K(2/3) is mixing iff the following holds: for all objects X and Z such that there exists some morphism from Z to Y , for all monomorphisms i : X → Z and all morphisms f : X → Y , there exists a morphismf : Z → Y such that f =f • i.
Since mixing sofic shifts have mixing SFT covers, mixingness is a first-order property in K3. Using mixingness, we can then characterize transitivity.
Lemma 11. In K(2/3), the property of being a single periodic orbit is a firstorder property.
Proof. This is equivalent to not having any proper subshifts, which can be expressed for an object X of K(2/3) as 'every monomorphism f : Y → X is an isomorphism'. Proof. Since every SFT satisfying the latter property is transitive, it suffices to prove the forward implication. For that, suppose X is a transitive object of K(2/3). Since transitive sofic shifts have transitive SFT covers and a composition of epimorphisms is epic, we may assume that X is an SFT. Now, it is well known that X has a 'visible global period', meaning in particular that there exists p ∈ N and a block map φ : X → O( ∞ (0 p−1 1) ∞ ). Let r ∈ N be the radius of φ.
By transitivity, there exists m ∈ N such that for all u, v ∈ B(X) there exists w ∈ B m+k (X) with k ∈ [0, p − 1] such that uwv ∈ B(X). Let ∞ w 0∞ ∈ X be any periodic point with |w 0 | = q ≥ max(2r + p, m) (which p divides), and
. Construct the mixing SFT Z by adding the new symbol # to X, and letting exactly the minimal length forbidden words of X be forbidden in Z. We extend φ to Z by letting # be a spreading state. Now, the surjective block map f : Y × Z → X is constructed as follows. Let ( We define the f -image of each block, starting with the good blocks b, which are mapped to z b . Also, each very bad block is mapped to w 0 . After this, f can locally choose suitable images for the remaining bad blocks.
As a transitive subshift is a factor of the product of mixing and single-orbit subshifts, a nonwandering subshift is a factor of the product of mixing and finite subshifts. Proof. Since X is finite, it is a disjoint union of some k periodic orbits, with periods p 1 , . . . , p k . Let p = kp 1 · · · p k , and let Y be the orbit of
2 → X by mapping the point where the distance between each symbol (0, 1) and the next (1, 0) is ap 1 · · · p k + bp
, to the cth shift of the ith orbit of X.
The following is proved almost exactly as the characterization of transitivity. In particular, nonwanderingness is a first-order property in K3.
Using finiteness, we can also show that countability is a first-order property.
Proposition 16. An object X of K(2/3) is countable if and only if its every transitive subobject is finite.
The properties of SFTness, mixingness and transitivity, together with the properties proved for morphisms, are quite versatile, and many other properties can be expressed using them.
Example 11. A transitive object X of K3 is of almost finite type (AFT for short) if and only if there exists a surjection f : Y → X, where Y is an SFT, such that for any other SFT Z and surjection g : Z → X, there exists a unique h : Z → Y with g = f • h [13] . Thus being an AFT is a first-order categorical property in K3. There are several other definitions of AFTs in terms of their minimal right-resolving SFT covers, but as right-resolvingness is not a categorical notion, these are hard to express categorically.
Categorical Constructions
In this section, we study the existence and nature of standard categorical constructions, that is, limits and colimits, in the symbolic categories.
Limits and Colimits
We begin by establishing the existence of all finite limits in the categories K2 and K3, describing the nature of these objects in the process. It is enough to prove the existence of terminal objects, binary products and equalizers, since all finite limits can be constructed from these.
Proposition 17. The categories K2 and K3 are finitely complete, and their limits are computable.
Proof. A terminal object in these categories (in fact, in all of (K/T/M/P)(2/3)) is the trivial subshift T = { ∞ 0 ∞ }, since for all objects X, there is a unique morphism 0 XT : X → T that sends everything to the single element of T . The categorical product of two objects X and Y in (K/T/M/P)(2/3) is their coordinatewise product X × Y together with the projection symbol maps p 1 : X × Y → X and p 2 : X × Y → Y , since every pair of block maps f : Z → X and g : Z → Y is uniquely factored through the projections by sending z ∈ Z to the pair (f (z), g(z)) ∈ X × Y . Finally, the equalizer of a parallel pair of morphisms f, g : X → Y in K(2/3) is simply the inclusion map i of the subSFT E = {x ∈ X | f (x) = g(x)} of X, since every morphism h : Z → X with f • h = g • h satisfies h(Z) ⊂ E, and thus factors uniquely through i.
From these constructions, and the fact that any finite limit can be mechanically constructed from finite products and equalizers [5] , it is clear that limits are computable in K(2/3). Now, it is known that the pullback of two morphisms f : X → Z and g : Y → Z is given by the equalizer of f •p 1 and g•p 2 , where p 1 : X ×Y → X and p 2 : X ×Y → Y are the product projections. By the above, the pullback of f and g in K(2/3) is thus the fiber product X × Z Y = {(x, y) ∈ X × Y | f (x) = g(y)}, together with the projection maps to X and Y . In particular, the kernel pair of
}. Now, in the transitive categories (T/M/P)(2/3), the fiber product subshift {x ∈ X | f (x) = g(x)} defined for morphisms f, g : X → Y may not be an object, but if it is, then its inclusion into X really is the categorical equalizer of f and g. However, not all equalizers of T3 and (M/P)(2/3) are of this form, as shown in the following.
Example 12. Let X = {0, 1} Z , and define f : X → X by f (x) 0 = 0 if and only if x [0,2] ∈ {000, 010, 101} for all x ∈ X. Let also g : X → X be the all-0 map. Now for x ∈ X we have f (x) = g(x) if and only if
We claim that the equalizer of f and g in (M/P)(2/3) is the inclusion i of { ∞ 0 ∞ } into X, which is not isomorphic to the equalizer of f and g in K(2/3).
Let h : Y → X be any morphism of (M/P)(2/3) such that
• u is simply the codomain restriction of h, and we are done.
Finally, let X = B −1 ((10 * 20 * ) * ) and Y = {0, 1} Z , which are transitive (even mixing) sofic shifts, and define f, g : X → Y as follows: f is the symbol map 0, 1 → 0 and 2 → 1, while g is again the all-0 map. Now we have E = B −1 (0 * 10 * ), and the inclusion of { ∞ 0 ∞ } is the equalizer of f and g in T3, as above, but it is not isomorphic to their equalizer in K3.
The following collection of results characterizes the equalizers of the transitive categories. They are referred to in Proposition 10 of Section 4.
Proposition 18. Let f, g : X → Y be parallel morphisms, and denote E = {x ∈ X | f (x) = g(x)}.
• In (M/P)2, f and g have an equalizer iff E has at most one mixing constituent E ′ , and then it is the inclusion of E ′ into X, or the empty map ǫ : ∅ → X.
• In (M/P)3, f and g have an equalizer iff E has at most one maximal mixing sofic subshift E ′ , and then it is the inclusion of E ′ into X, or the empty map ǫ : ∅ → X.
• In T2, f and g have an equalizer iff E is transitive, and then it is the inclusion of E into X.
• In T3, f and g have an equalizer iff E has a single constituent E ′ , and then it is the inclusion of E ′ into X.
Note that maximal mixing subshifts and mixing constituents of sofic shifts are different notions in general.
Proof. We prove the claim in the case of M2. The others are simply variations of the same idea, except in the case of T2 we also need the fact that an SFT with only one constituent is transitive.
Suppose first that such an E ′ exists, denote by i : E ′ → X the inclusion map, and let h : Z → X be any morphism with f • h = g • h. This implies h(Z) ⊂ E. Now, h(Z) is a mixing sofic subshift of E, and is thus contained in one of its constituents, which must be mixing by Lemma 8, and hence equals E ′ . Then h factors uniquely through i. Also, if no constituent of E is mixing, then we must have h = ǫ.
Conversely, suppose that E has two mixing constituents, and let h : Z → X be a morphism with f • h = g • h. We show that h is not an equalizer of f and g. Namely, h(Z) is a mixing subshift of E, it is contained in some mixing constituent of E. Then the inclusion map of any other mixing constituent does not factor through h, and we are done.
We then move to colimits. The categories (K/T/M/P)(2/3) do have initial objects, as it is easy to see that in (K/T/M)(2/3), they are the empty subshifts, and in P(2/3), they are the trivial subshifts { ∞ 0 ∞ }. The trivial subshifts are thus zero objects in P(2/3), that is, both initial and terminal. Every morphism that factors through a zero object is called a zero morphism, and in P(2/3), they are exactly the trivial block maps f : X → Y with f (X) = {p(Y )}. Binary coproducts also exist in K(2/3): the coproduct of two objects X and Y is the disjoint union X∪Y together with the inclusion maps i 1 : X → X∪Y and
The case of coequalizers is more subtle, as they exist for some parallel morphism pairs, but not for others, and even relatively simple cases in the mixing categories require a significant analysis. As with split epimorphisms, we present coequalizers in a separate subsection.
Coequalizers
As an introduction to the notion of coequalizers, we discuss the categorical notions of kernels and cokernels. These notions only make sense in categories with zero morphisms, or in our case, P(2/3). Definition 6. Let C be a category with zero morphisms 0 XY : X → Y for any objects X and Y . The kernel of a morphism f : X → Y is the equalizer of f and 0 XY , and its cokernel is their coequalizer, if these exist.
Note that our definition for the kernel set of a function in Section 2 is analogous to the notion of a kernel pair, while the categorical kernel is the generalization of the kernel of a group homomorphism or a linear function. Since the categories P(2/3) have zero morphisms by our earlier discussion, we can talk about kernels and cokernels. By Proposition 18, the kernel of a morphism f : X → Y in P(2/3) is the inclusion map of the maximal mixing sofic subshift of f −1 (p(Y )) into X, if one exists. Cokernels, on the other hand, exist only in trivial cases.
Proposition 19. In the pointed categories P(2/3), a morphism f : X → Y has a cokernel iff it is either surjective or 0 XY .
Proof. Let Z be a zero object. We first note that the cokernel of the zero map 0 XY is trivially id Y , since for every morphism g : Suppose then that f is neither surjective nor trivial, and denote p(Y ) = ∞ a ∞ . Since Y and f (X) are mixing sofic shifts, there then exists a point ∞ w ∞ ∈ Y \ f (X) and another point ∞ ava ∞ ∈ f (X) with v, w / ∈ a * . Let g : Y → Q be a morphism with radius r ∈ N such that g • f = 0 XQ . We show that g is not a cokernel of f . For this, define y 1 = ∞ awa r va ∞ and y 2 = ∞ awa ∞ , so that necessarily g(y 1 ) = g(y 2 ). Denote P = {0, 1} Z , and define the block map h : Y → P with radius r ′ = r + |v| + |w| by
for all y ∈ Y . Then h(y 1 ) = h(y 2 ), but h • f = 0 XP . Now there is no block map u : Q → P such that h = u • g, and thus g is not a cokernel of f . Now we move on to the most general categories K(2/3). We begin by mentioning that there is an abstract characterization of the existence and nature of general coequalizers, although we prefer more hands-on techniques for computing them in the rest of this section, since one of the morphisms will always be an identity map.
Proposition 20. Let f, g : X → Y be a parallel pair of morphisms in K3. Let R ⊂ Y 2 be the intersection of all local subSFT equivalence relations containing (f (x), g(x)) for all x ∈ X. Then f and g have a coequalizer if and only if R is a subSFT of Y 2 .
Proof. Suppose first R is a subSFT. Then, there exists a finite family (R i )
of local subSFT equivalence relations of Y such that R = k−1 i=0 R i , and then R is also local. Then there exists a surjective block map h : Y → Z with Ker(h) = R, and clearly h • f = h • g. Also, Z is a sofic shift, thus an object of K3. Suppose that t :
2 is a local subSFT equivalence relation containing (f (x), g(x)) for all x ∈ X, it also contains R = Ker(h). Corollary 1 then gives the unique morphism u : Z → T with t = u • h. Thus h is the coequalizer of f and g.
Suppose then that R is not a subSFT, and let h : Y → Z be any morphism with h• f = h• g, so that R Ker(h). Then there is a local subSFT equivalence relation
Ker(h), and there exists a morphism t : Y → T with Ker(t) = R ′ . Then t • f = t • g, but there exists no morphism u : Z → T such that t = u • h. Thus h is not the coequalizer of f and g, and since h was arbitrary, the coequalizer does not exist.
Next, we study the coequalizers of pairs (id X , f ), where f : X → X is an endomorphism of the object X. This is an especially interesting case from the dynamical systems perspective, since the morphisms g : X → Y such that g • f = g are exactly those that identify the orbits of f . Intuitively, such a g should be viewed as a 'conserved local property', and the coequalizer of f and id X , if it exists, is then a 'universal' such property, that is, one that subsumes all others. The main result of this subsection is Theorem 2, which basically states that coequalizers of (id X , f )-pairs in K3 are uncomputable.
Example 13. Let X ⊂ S Z be a mixing object of K(2/3), and let f : X → X be an endomorphism with a spreading state, that is, a state s ∈ S such that s ∈ {x 0 , x 1 } implies x 0 = s. Then, every block map g :
It is then easy to see that f and id X have a coequalizer in the respective category, namely the zero morphism 0 XZ : X → Z, where Z is the trivial subshift. The same result holds if f is nilpotent, that is, satisfies f n (X) = { ∞ s ∞ } for some n ∈ N and s ∈ S.
A self-map f of a set X is called eventually periodic, if there exist k ∈ N and p > 0 such that f k = f k+p . Then p is called an eventual period of f . The eventual period of x ∈ X is the smallest positive p with f k (x) = f k+p (x) for some k ∈ N. As another example of coequalizers, we characterize those eventually periodic morphisms f : X → X for which the coequalizer of f and id X exists, where X is any object of the mixing categories. For this, we define some topological tools. It is well known to see that d H indeed is a metric on 2 X , and (2 X , d H ) is also compact. In the context of subshifts, we define Proposition 21. Let X be a mixing SFT object of K3, and let f : X → X be eventually periodic. Then f and id X have a coequalizer if and only if every x ∈ X has the same eventual period.
If f has this property, we say it is visibly eventually periodic. The proposition could be proven combinatorially, but we present a topological proof using the Hausdorff metric.
Proof. Suppose first that f is visibly eventually periodic with the eventual period p > 0, and consider the set
which we metrize with the Hausdorff metric. It is also equipped with the natural shift actionσ :X →X. Let k ∈ N be such that f k (x) = f k+p (x) for all x ∈ X. We define the function g : X →X by g(x) = {f k (x), . . . , f k+p−1 (x)}. First,X is zero-dimensional, since it has the clopen base consisting of the sets {A ∈X | A [−n,n] = W } for all n ∈ N and W ⊂ S 2n+1 . By the properties of the Hausdorff metric,X is a compact metric space.
We proceed to show thatσ is expansive, so that (X,σ) is a subshift. Assume the contrary, and suppose that for all n ∈ N, there exist two sets A n = {a n , . . . , f p−1 (a n )} ∈X and
We can suppose that a n [−n,n] = b n [−n,n] , but since A n = B n , we have a n = b n , and thus σ m (a n] for some m ∈ Z, which we may assume to be positive. Let m n ≥ 0 be minimal such that σ mn (a n] , so that there is q n ∈ {1, . . . , p−1} such that σ mn+1 (a n] . Now, the sequence (a n , b n , f qn (b n )) n∈N has a limit point (a, b, f q (b)), where q ∈ {1, . . . , p − 1}. Since b
, contradicting the minimality of p. Thus g is a surjective block map to the sofic shiftX.
Suppose now that h : X → Y is any morphism with h • f = h. This clearly implies Ker(g) ⊂ Ker(h), so by Corollary 1 we have a unique morphism u :X → Y with h = u • g. Thus g is a coequalizer of f and id X .
Suppose then that f is not visibly periodic, so that there exists x ∈ X with eventual period q properly dividing p, and let g : X → Y be such that g • f = g. Let r ∈ N be larger than the radius of g and the window size of X, and let w, v ∈ B(X) be such that ∞ w ∞ ∈ X has least f -period p, ∞ v ∞ ∈ X has least f -period q, and x ′ = ∞ wv r w ∞ ∈ X. Such words exist because of the mixingness of X.
, since x ′′ appears locally as either x ′ or f q (x ′ ), which g does identify. Define the block map h :
. Thus h does not factor through g, which implies that g is not the coequalizer of f and id X .
For the next set of results, we need some dynamical notions. • for all x, y ∈ X such that x [0,ℓ−1] ∈ W and x i = y i for all i ≥ 0 (i ≤ ℓ−1), we have f n (x) i = f n (y) i for all n ∈ N and i ≥ ℓ (i < 0, respectively).
To a visibly blocking set W ⊂ B ℓ (X), we attach its characteristic function χ W :
The following lemma is useful in general.
Lemma 13. Suppose X is a mixing sofic shift, f : X → X is reversible and g : X → P Z , where P is a partially ordered set, and g(
Proof. Suppose that g(x) 0 = g(f (x)) 0 for some x ∈ X, so that we actually have g(x) 0 > g(f (x)) 0 . Since the set of spatially periodic points is dense in X, we may assume x to be such a point. But then x is also f -periodic with some period p ∈ N, so that
Since χ W clearly satisfies the above condition, we have the following.
Corollary 6. If X is a mixing sofic shift, f : X → X is reversible and W is a visibly blocking set for f , then
Lemma 14 (Theorem 4.5 of [14] ). The classes of mixing and nonsensitive reversible cellular automata on full shifts are recursively inseparable.
In general, nonsensitivity of a cellular automaton on a one-dimensional full shift is equivalent to the existence of blocking words, of which elements of visibly blocking sets are a special case. However, in the proof of this particular theorem, if the automaton is nonsensitive, there always exists a visibly blocking set: The blocking words in the construction are bordered areas on which valid periodic runs of a Turing machine are simulated. No information can enter or escape such areas and their borders never move.
The actual result we will use is thus the following.
Lemma 15 (Proved as Theorem 4.5 of [14] ). The classes of reversible mixing cellular automata and reversible cellular automata with visibly blocking sets on full shifts are recursively inseparable.
Lemma 16. Let X = S Z . If the reversible CA f : X → X has a visibly blocking set but is not periodic, then f and id X have no coequalizer in K3.
Proof. Let W ⊂ S ℓ be a visibly blocking set, and let w ∈ W . Since ∞ w ∞ is spatially periodic, it is temporally periodic with some least period p ∈ N. Let v ∈ S * be such that no x ∈ X with x [0,|v|
∞ is a spatially periodic point, and thus also has a least temporal period q ∈ N. We easily see that p = q and p|q. Denote
We proceed as in the proof of Proposition 21. So, suppose that g : X → Y with some radius r ∈ N is such that g • f = g, and consider the points x ′ = ∞ (wvw).w r (wvw) ∞ and x ′′ = ∞ u.w r (wvw) ∞ . By the definition of g, we then have g(x ′ ) = g(x ′′ ), since x ′′ locally appears as either
We then construct a block map h : X → Z with h • f = h that does not factor through g, proving that g is not the coequalizer of f and id X . For this, denote m = (r + 2)|w| + 2|v|, and let P = 2 S m and Z = P Z . The block map h is defined as follows for all x ∈ X. If we have
Since W is a visibly blocking set, this finite set of words depends only on
, so that h does not factor through g. Next, note that for x ∈ X, the condition h(x) 0 = ∅ depends only on χ W (x), and since χ W • f = χ W , we have h(x) 0 = ∅ if and only if h(f (x)) 0 = ∅. Then it is easy to see that h(f (x)) 0 ⊂ h(x) 0 for all x ∈ X, so by Lemma 13 we have h • f = h.
Proposition 22. Let X be a mixing sofic shift and T = { ∞ 0 ∞ }. For a reversible cellular automaton f : X → X, the map 0 XT is a coequalizer of f and id X in K3 if and only if f is chain transitive.
Proof. Suppose first that f is chain transitive, and let g : X → Y be such that g •f = g. Let r ∈ N be its radius, and let u, v ∈ B 2r+1 (X). By chain transitivity, there exists a chain x 1 , . . . , x k ∈ X such that x 
, and since u and v were arbitrary, we have g(x) 0 = g(x ′ ) 0 for all x, x ′ ∈ X. Then there is a unique morphism u : T → Y (the symbol map 0 → g(x) 0 ) with g = u • h.
Suppose then that f is not chain transitive, so that there exist n ∈ N and u, v ∈ B n (X) such that no chain from u to v exists in X. Denote P = 2
Bn(X) , and define the block map h :
Since there is no chain from u to v, the map h is not trivial, and thus 0 XT is not the coequalizer of f and id X .
The classes of reversible cellular automata f on full shifts X = S Z for which 0 XT is a coequalizer of f and id X in K3, and of those for which no coequalizer exists, are recursively inseparable.
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that there exists a Turing machine M that accepts automata of the first kind, and rejects those of the second. We use M to recursively separate the classes of mixing reversible CA, and those that have a visibly blocking set, contradicting Lemma 15.
Let X = S Z , and let f : X → X be a reversible cellular automaton with radius r ∈ N. First, if f is periodic with period p ≤ |S| (which is easy to decide), we answer 'visibly blocking set'. If f does not have a low period, we give f as input to M , and return 'mixing' if M answers 'trivial coequalizer', and 'visibly blocking set' if M answers 'no coequalizer'.
We prove the correctness of this algorithm. First, the algorithm always halts, since M does. Second, suppose that f is mixing. Then it is in particular chain transitive and not periodic, so that the trivial map is a coequalizer of f and id X by Proposition 22. Thus the above algorithm correctly returns 'mixing'. Next, suppose f has a visibly blocking set. If f has a small period, this is noticed in the first part of the algorithm, and we correctly return 'visibly blocking set'. Suppose thus that f has no small period. If it has no period whatsoever, then by Lemma 16, f and id X have no coequalizer, and the algorithm correctly returns 'visibly blocking set'.
Finally, suppose f has a least period p > |S|. Since every unary point has period at most |S|, f is not visibly eventually periodic, and Proposition 21 states that f and id X have no coequalizer. Thus the algorithm correctly returns 'visibly blocking set', and we are done.
This shows that the computation of colimits is impossible in general, which is in sharp contrast with Proposition 17.
Corollary 7. Given a diagram in K3 and its co-cone, it is undecidable whether this co-cone is a colimit of the diagram.
In Theorem 2, we proved in particular that it is undecidable whether the pair (f, id X ) has the trivial morphism 0 XT as its coequalizer. One may ask whether 0 XT can be replaced with some other morphism, and in particular whether there is an analogue of Rice's theorem for coequalizers. We provide some evidence to the contrary with the following result.
Proposition 23. Let X be a sofic shift, and f : X → X a morphism. Then id X is a coequalizer for f and id X in K3 if and only if f = id X .
Proof. First, it is easy to see that id X is the coequalizer of the pair (id X , id X ). On the other hand, if f = id X , there exists x ∈ X with f (x) = x. Then for any map g : X → Y with g • f = g, we must have g(x) = g(f (x)), so g is not injective, in particular g = id X .
Properties of the Symbolic Categories
In Proposition 17, we showed that the categories K2 and K3 are finitely complete. The goal of this section is to extend these results as much as possible.
The main results here are that K3 is also regular, coherent and extensive, while K2 is only extensive. We also show that neither of these categories is exact.
We first consider the case of regularity, as it is a prerequisite of both coherency and exactness. Intuitively, a regular category is one where every morphism has a well-behaved image object, so it should morally be true that K3 is regular, but K2 is not. Namely, the regularity of a category is equivalent to the following two conditions: First, for all morphisms f : X → Y , there exists an image factorization f = m • e, where e : X → Z is a morphism and m : Z → Y a monomorphism, such that for all other such factorizations f = m ′ • e ′ we have m ≤ m ′ as subobjects of Y . Second, the image factorizations are stable under pullback. We could prove the regularity of K3 using this condition, but follow the definition instead, since our argument then also proves Proposition 9.
Proposition 24. The category K3 is regular.
Proof. First, K3 is finitely complete by Proposition 17. Let then f : X → Y be a morphism in K3, and let p 1 , p 2 : K → X be the projections from the kernel pair
We show that the codomain restriction f : X → f (X) of f , which exists in K3, is a coequalizer for p 1 and p 2 . Let thus g : X → Z be such that g • p 1 = g • p 2 , or equivalently, Ker(f ) ⊂ Ker(g). By Corollary 1, there exists a unique morphism u : f (X) → Z such that g = u • f , and thus f really is the coequalizer of p 1 and p 2 . This also shows that in K(2/3), every epimorphism is regular, being the coequalizer of its kernel pair, and thus proves Proposition 9.
Let then f : X → Y be a regular epimorphism in K3, that is, a surjective block map, and let g : Z → Y be arbitrary. We show that the pullback of f along g, that is, the projection p 2 : X × Y Z → Z, is also a regular epimorphism. For that, let z ∈ Z be arbitrary. Since f is surjective, there exists x ∈ X with f (x) = g(z), and then (x, z) ∈ X × Y Z, thus p 2 (x, z) = z ∈ p 2 (X × Y Z). This shows that p 2 is surjective, and thus a regular epimorphism.
This proof does not work in K2, since the codomain restriction cannot be performed for morphisms whose image is proper sofic. Example 14. Let f : X → Y be a morphism of K2 such that f (X) is proper sofic. For all n ∈ N, let Y n ⊂ Y be the subshift defined by the forbidden words of Y , together with all the words of length at most n that do not occur in f (X). Then each Y n is an SFT with Y n+1 ⊂ Y n and f (X) = n∈N Y n . Then for any factorization f = m • e, where m : Z → Y is a monomorphism, we have Y n ⊂ m(Z) for some n ∈ N since m(Z) is an SFT. Then the factorization f = m n • e n , where e n : X → Y n is the codomain restriction of f and m n : Y n → Y the inclusion map, does not satisfy m n ≤ m, and thus no image factorization for f exists. This shows that K2 is not a regular category.
We can finally state the obvious:
Corollary 8. The categories K2 and K3 are not equivalent.
Next, we turn to coherency. By definition, since K2 is not regular, it cannot be coherent either. The intuition for coherency is the existence of well-behaved binary unions of subobjects, so K3 should have this property.
Proposition 25. The category K3 is coherent.
Proof. Let f : Y → X and g : Z → X be monomorphisms in K3, that is, injective block maps. Without loss of generality we assume Y and Z to be subshifts of X, and f and g to be the respective inclusion maps.
We claim that the inclusion map i : Y ∪ Z ֒→ X is a least upper bound for f and g in Sub(X). First, i is an upper bound, since the inclusion maps i 1 : Y ֒→ Y ∪ Z and i 2 : Z ֒→ Y ∪ Z satisfy f = i • i 1 and g = i • i 2 . Suppose then that an inclusion map h : Q ֒→ X is another upper bound for f and g, so that there exist morphisms h 1 : Y → Q and h 2 : Z → Q such that f = h • h 1 and g = h • h 2 . Since h 1 and h 2 must be monic, this means just that Y ⊂ Q and Z ⊂ Q, so that Y ∪ Z ⊂ Q, and then h factors through i.
Let then k : T → X be any morphism, and recall the definition of the base change functor k * : Sub(X) → Sub(T ). Now, the pullback k * (f ) : Y × X T → T is the second projection from the fiber product {(y, t) ∈ Y × T | k(t) = y}, and thus isomorphic to the inclusion of k −1 (Y ) into T . Then, the union of the pullbacks of f and g is isomorphic to the inclusion of k −1 (Y ) ∪ k −1 (Z) into T , and the pullback of their union to the inclusion of k −1 (Y ∪ Z) into T , and since preimages commute with unions, these are the same subobject.
We also note that in finitely complete categories (which K(2/3) are), every pair of subobjects f : Y → X and g : Z → X of X has a greatest lower bound, given by their pullback, which is preserved by the base change maps. In our case, this corresponds to the intersection of subshifts, and indeed SFTs and sofic shifts are closed under intersection.
Next, we study the extensiveness of K2 and K3. This property intuitively corresponds to the existence of all disjoint unions as well-behaved coproducts. Since both K2 and K3 have coproducts that are set-theoretically disjoint unions, we should expect them to be extensive, and again this is indeed the case. Suppose conversely that Z is a coproduct of X and Y with the injections j 1 and j 2 . For all x ∈ X, define φ(x) = (f (x), j 1 (x)) ∈ A × Z. We then have i 1 (a) = h(z) for (a, z) ∈ A × Z if and only if z ∈ j 1 (X) and (a, z) = φ(j −1 i (z)), so that φ(X) (which is an object also in K2, since j 1 is injective) with the corresponding projections is the pullback of i 1 and h. Since j 1 is injective, so is φ, and then it is clear that X, f and j 1 form a pullback for i 1 and h.
Finally, we consider exactness, which intuitively corresponds to the property that every equivalence relation has a well-defined quotient. The categorical formalization of equivalence relations are congruences, and having a quotient object corresponds to being effective, that is, realized as a kernel pair of a morphism, which acts as the canonical projection map. In general, all equalizers in a regular category give rise to congruences, and exactness captures the converse situation.
In the categories K2 and K3, all monomorphisms are injections, so congruences are essentially subshift equivalence relations (recall their definition from Section 3). Since a subshift equivalence relation is effective if and only if it is a local subSFT equivalence relation, the category K3 is exact if and only if every sofic equivalence relation is a local subSFT equivalence relation. But this is blatantly false, as shown by the proper sofic relation on {0, 1, 2}
Z that equates two configurations x and y if and only if x = y or x = τ (y), where τ : {0, 1, 2} Z → {0, 1, 2} Z is the symbol permutation (1 2). Thus K3 is not an exact category. Furthermore, Example 2 shows that not all congruences are effective even in K2.
Conclusions
In this article, we have presented a fairly complete study of the basic properties of twelve natural symbolic categories. In many cases, we characterized basic categorical properties of morphisms. We also considered natural symbolic dynamical properties of objects, and showed that many of them can be expressed in the language of category theory. We then studied the limits and colimits of the categories, all of which except coequalizers correspond to very simple and natural constructions. Finally, we established some nice regularity properties for the categories K(2/3).
We consider the two main results of this paper to be the decidability of split epicness in K(2/3), and the uncomputability of coequalizers in the same categories. The first can be seen as a dual to the Extension Lemma, and its proof uses a Ramsey-type argument together with the classical Marker Lemma. The main idea is that given any existing section, one can use the Marker Lemma to construct another section with a bounded radius, considering periodic and nonperiodic parts separately, and in this sense the construction is similar to the proofs of Factor Theorem and Embedding Theorem in [2] and the main result of [15] . The second result is basically an application of the main construction in [14] , together with some dynamical characterizations and conditions on the existence of coequalizers.
However, many natural problems remain unsolved, including decidability of split monicness in (T/K)(2/3), a more natural characterization of monicness in M(2/3), categoricity of many symbolic dynamical properties of morphisms, and existence of coequalizers of some restricted classes of morphism pairs. The study of these problems, and category theoretical notions in general, would probably give rise to many more interesting problems.
